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New Age is a New Free 2 Play , Turn-Based Strategy Multiplayer Game eaturing elements of
tactics and exciting atmosphere .

New Age is a multiplayer online RPG game featuring elements of tactics and exciting
atmosphere. The game takes place in a world where the ability to build wise strategy
determines your success.

The story unfolds in a beautiful fairy world, called Aquillion . For years , the best warriors
withstood the monsters’ onslaught, perfecting their mastery of various melees and ranged
weapons and practicing the art of magic .
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But now Aquillion is in a serious danger, and You, along with thousands of other players, will
take part in great battles both on land and in the sea, exciting adventures that last for many
days, creating the fate of your new world with your own hands.Your character’s fame and valor
will grow alongside with you discoveries of the game world and you will get new opportunities
and options .
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Game features :
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- 3D graphics and visual effects .

- Open world .

- Trading between players via marketplace

- Coop mode and team PVP battles .

- A lot of exciting nonlinear quests .

- PvP-arena fighting against one or several players. Give your enemies a Whipping .

- Dozens of different characters of various classes with unique skills, weapons and equipment .

- Several thousands of different weapons and uniforms, ranging from homemade sword, to
such masterpiece as mythic flaming weapon .

- Full control over your character in the battle. There is no automatic fights - only you decide
how your character should act, which skills to use, and which spell will crush your enemies .
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